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How TNB Uses Social Media 

Tourism New Brunswick uses social media to promote New 
Brunswick and attract visitors to our province, but we also use 
our platforms to help promote individual operators as much as 
possible. 

Our social media platforms are Facebook, Instagram, Pinterest 
and YouTube. We do use Twitter but for strategic purposes only 
– we do not use it actively as our audience data does not 
support it. 

The more quality assets and content that operators share on 
social media, the easier it is for us to help promote and re-
share.  

We see and choose assets to re-share by searching content 
that uses #exploreNB and that tags the @destinationNB 
account, so make sure to use these when posting your content.  

We also choose and re-share assets based on the guidelines in 
our Brand Playbook, which provides a great basis for creating 
ideal content for all social media platforms and is highlighted 
on the follow slide. 
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How TNB Uses Social Media (cont.)

All TNB content is high impact with high quality visuals that give 
an authentic taste of the consumer experience. Tourism operators 
should leverage the TNB Brand Philosophy when creating content to 
engage with your target audience: 

Brand Promise = real connections 
Brand Values = genuine and authentic 
Brand Personality = friendly, fun and relaxed 
Brand Experience = natural and approachable 

Please visit the link below to  download the complete Tourism New 
Brunswick Brand Playbook:

https://tourismnewbrunswick.info/brand/

The next slide contains examples of operator content that Tourism 
New Brunswick has shared to show you how to create content that 
achieves your business goals and also helps us promote your 
business. 

https://tourismnewbrunswick.info/brand/
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How TNB Uses Social Media (cont.)  
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How TNB Uses Social Media (cont.)

Tips for getting your content shared by TNB: 
• We re-share content from around the province 
• We like images and videos with recognizable landmarks and locations, or that provide a sense of place
• We love to see content that shows the diversity of New Brunswickers and the tourism experience 
• We are always looking for content that shows a unique perspective of New Brunswick

Visit the following link to find the criteria we use for re-sharing to our Instagram stories: 

https://www.instagram.com/stories/highlights/17902760161820095/

https://www.instagram.com/stories/highlights/17902760161820095/
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